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One of Ireland’s leading food-processing companies, 
Kepak has over the past 50 years established 
itself as a food innovator. What started in 1966 as 
a family-run butcher’s shop on Francis Street has 
grown significantly to have international reach 
in 43 countries, maintaining the trust of dedicated 
suppliers and customers through nutritious  
innovation and the production of quality meats.

Kepak employ over 4,500 employees with annual revenues 
of more than €1.45 billion across four main trading areas: 
fresh meat, food service, consumer foods and global trading.  
Working with over 28,000 farms and farming families through 
sustainability, fair trade and knowledge transfer initiatives, 
Kepak are committed to safeguarding our land long into the 
future.

Financial Challenges Post Expansion
Following a period of organic growth and expansion 
into the UK market in the mid-2010s, Kepak acquired a  
number of meat processing sites, a distribution centre and  
office locations across Ireland and the UK. While these  
acquisitions presented great opportunity from a business  
growth perspective, they presented a challenge from a 
financial consolidation perspective leaving Kepak with multiple 
financial reporting systems and dispersed data across   
the organisation.

In order to deliver a comprehensive suite of reports, the  
finance team had to collect data from multiple systems and 
consolidate it in Excel. Not only was this a manual task but the 
reliance on Excel presented risk to the business in terms of data 
accuracy due to potential human error, and security controls 
around who could access and share reports.

The second challenge faced was around the weekly  
management accounts, which were done using Excel reporting 

“Before introducing Solver, the team spent 
almost two days putting data together with 
only five minutes left to analyse the data. 

Now it is the other way around with most of  
our time spent analysing the data. Rather 

than focusing simply on data collation and 
entry our finance team is now focused on  

applying their expertise to deriving insights 
from the data ” 

Employee Approval
Speaking on how employees reacted to the Solver introduction, 
O’Meara noted “Due to Solver’s familiar Excel interface, there 
was little resistance in terms of the adoption of the solution with 
the team finding it easy to pick up. The introduction of Solver also 
allowed us to adjust our internal reporting processes with less 
time required for the gathering of data, we were able to set new 
timelines and allow more time in the reporting process for deeper 
data analysis”.

“With a geographically dispersed workforce, most situated in  
difficult to reach locations, cloud-based solutions such as Solver 
and Microsoft Teams have been critical for our business in terms 
of supporting hybrid and remote working” continued O’Meara.

Working With Storm
As an organisation focused on sustainability and responsibility, 
Kepak understands the importance of digital technology, 
particularly cloud-based solutions in today’s business 
landscape as well as into the future. A collaborative project 
between Storm and Kepak has not only transformed reporting 
processes but also ensured solid foundations for 
future growth. Kepak are now in a position to drive data  
driven decisions and derive insights from data in real-time 
with a single source of truth for all financial data. 

Commenting on his experience of working with Storm, O’Meara 
said “We found Storm quite flexible to work with in terms  
of our needs. One of the most important things in any  
technical relationship is partner expertise, something which  
can be very difficult to find in today’s business landscape. We  
found this high level of solution expertise within Storm.  
Whenever we encounter an issue, Storm gets us in touch with 
the right people at the right time, ensuring we get it resolved  
as quickly as possible with the least amount of disruption  
possible. Storm has great people who are extremely  
knowledgeable and allow us to sound-board ideas and they  
always come back with creative responses”.

If you would like to learn more about how Solver can 
help transform financial reporting and analysis in your  
organisation, get in touch to speak to one of our experts  
today.

“One of the most important things in any 
technical relationship is partner expertise, 

something which can be very difficult to find 
in today’s business landscape. We found this 
high level of solution expertise within Storm. 
Storm gets us in touch with the right people 
at the right time, ensuring we get it resolved 
as quickly as possible with the least amount 

of disruption possible”

and integrating Solver with source systems we were able. to 
standardise reporting across the board. Solver even allowed 
us the flexibility to enter other data not attached to existing  
systems to help consolidate all organisational data.  
Previously, we would have seen the team coming to meetings  
with conflicting numbers but with this standardisation, we can  
be more accurate and confident in the data as we now  
operate off a single source of truth”.

Previously the preparation of pack reporting across Kepak’s 
6 Irish-based sites and 3 UK-based sites was a very manual 
task with the finance team having to gather data from each  
individual site and consolidate it themselves often leading to  
inconsistencies in the data. With Solver, this process is now done 
automatically, with the same mapping across the different sites 
to ensure consistency across all geographies of the business.

Modernising Financial Planning & Analysis
Solver completely changed the structure of weekly reporting 
for Kepak, updating and modernising it to reflect current  
business needs. By taking Excel out of the weekly reporting 
process and pulling the data mainly from source systems, 
reporting has been standardised across the business where 
everyone comes to the meetings with the same data packs and 
not conflicting versions. Group level reports are now generated 
as soon as site level reports are done meaning no one is relying 
on historically generated reports. 

Previously, the finance team would spend two days  
consolidating data to present with little time left for data  
analysis before presenting on the third day. However, since  
implementing Solver, Kepak have been able to pull these  
reoccurring meetings forward a day saving around 20% of 
weekly time for the finance team. “Before introducing Solver, the 
team spent almost two days putting data together with only five 
minutes left to analyse the data. Now it is the other way around 
with most of our time spent analysing the data. Rather than  
focusing simply on data collation and entry our finance team is 
now focused on  applying their expertise to deriving insights from 
the data, ultimately delivering greater value to the organisation” 
continued O’Meara.

Further, Solver has helped Kepak keep focus on some  
critical brand values, O’Meara noted that “Solver has also 
helped in supporting the responsibility and sustainability of the  
organisation, which are some of our core values. Energy,  
gas, effluent and water usage was something we always tracked 
quite manually but now just like our other reporting processes, 
our sustainability reporting pack is much more automatic 
and simplified helping us put more time into actioning and  
maintaining sustainability in real-time rather than just time  
being spent gathering and confirming the data”.

Solver delivered on more than just time savings and optimised 
reporting, providing Kepak with peace of mind in terms of 
data security. Powered by Microsoft’s leading cloud platform  
Azure, the Solver solution benefits from enterprise-grade  
security protocols and Microsoft’s best-in-class security  
accreditations. There is also increased visibility and  
transparency across the organisation with all data adjustments 
now happening within Solver meaning everyone has an  
up-to-date view of the data.
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packs which were rigid and at times quite difficult to apply to  
all datasets. Historically these packs were designed the support  
the needs of a meat processing plant in Ireland and failed to  
offer the flexibility in line with the new businesses.

Cloud-Based Consolidation
Aware of the potential impact an over-reliance on Excel would 
have as the business continued to grow, Kepak sought to 
bring in greater controls around the reporting process and 
improve data accuracy across the business. After engaging 
with Storm Technology, Kepak were introduced to corporate  
performance management solution, Solver. A cloud-based 
financial planning and analysis tool built on Microsoft 
Azure, Solver works to consolidate financial data from 
multiple sources as well as automating planning and reporting 
processes to improve accuracy and support data-driven  
decision making across organisations.

Mick O’Meara, Group Business Systems Manager at Kepak 
commented on the introduction of solution stating “The  
introduction of Solver represented a big shift in reporting  
processes by taking Excel out of the reporting process 
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